**School To Graduate 156; Dean Booth Will Speak**

As address by Dean Wayne Booth of the College of the University of Chicago and the presentation of diplomas to the senior class by Principal Willard Congreve will highlight commencement exercises, Friday, June 18 at Rockefeller chapel. Fifty-six will be awarded baccalaureate. Also featured in the program will be remarks by Mr. Congreve.

Mr. Congreve will present the senior gift - a scholarship - and read from Scripture, according to Dean of Students Herbert Pearson.

The High School Choir and organist, "Psalm 96" by Sveetkak and "Alleluia" by Thompson. Graduating seniors will sing in the ceremony for the first time, Mr. Pearson said.

A reception in the graduates' honor in the U-High cafeteria will follow the recessional, and dinner for seniors and their parents will be served at the Quadrangle Club, Illis East Fitzgeral street, Mr. Pearson added.

**Dean Wayne C. Booth**

Graduation Speaker

**BULLETINS**

SEEKING NEW BBA's from other yearbooks, next year's U-Highlights staff is meeting regularly to plan what it hopes will be the biggest, most beautiful and most original yearbook ever seen here. By working through the summer the staff hopes to complete its preliminary dummy by September. From left, Barbara Weller, staff writer; Wendy Stem, layout editor; Ellen Jarrett, staff writer; Paul Summer, photo editor; Jim Landau, editor-in-chief; Cindy Herman, activities editor; Ronan Chasen, editors; and Carla Green, production manager. Jim also will edit the new School Life section. Assisting are Frank Johnson, sports editor; Fred Irons, business manager, and advertising editor; and Robert Hutchinson, art supervisor.

**Student Bane, Final Exams, Begin June 14**

The base of all students, final exams begin here June 14. Times and days for tests, subject to change, are as follows:

- **Monday** - Math, 8:15-9:00 a.m.; social studies, 10:30 a.m.-12:15 p.m.
- **Tuesday** - English, 8:15-10:00 a.m.; Latin, German, Russian, 10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.; science, Biology 1 and 2, 1:15-3 p.m.
- **Wednesday** - Physics and chemistry, 8:15-10:00 a.m.; confucius, 10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

Dean of Students Herbert Pearson said a detailed list of proctors and room numbers will be made available to students.

The end of school which final tests herald has plunged the minster into a hectic schedule of not only tests but graduation related activities.

Monday and Tuesday seniors are to pick up graduation tickets (each entitled to sit) from Mr. Pearson's office. Wednesday, June 16 the 12th graduation rehearsal in Rockefeller chapel will take place 1:30-3 p.m., supervised by Mr. William Zarvis.

The second rehearsal will be at 9 a.m. Thursday, June 17. Seniors will pick up notes in the bookstore following the rehearsal.

Finally, Friday, June 18 at 1:30 p.m., the seniors will meet for the last time as seniors, don their robes in the basement of Rockefeller, walk upstairs and be graduated.

Despite the diplomas in their heads they not yet will be free of U-High

**Summer Program Will Aim To Develop Underachievers' Interest In Learning**

**To develop interest in learning among underachieving high school students is the purpose of 40 eight-week special program this summer at U-High, according to Principal Willard Congreve. The program, which will last from June 26 to August 20, is designed to help the students become more receptive to school goals," he said.**

Mr. Congreve, director of the program, explained that the student body will be composed of 125 freshmen and sophomore boys, most from Hyde Park High school. They will be selected by their school's teachers and counselors. A faculty of three to five experienced secondary teachers, duties. Before the reception in their honor 3 p.m. in the cafeteria they will be responsible for renaming their own robes to the bookcase,

along with 10 student aides from the University of Chicago, will work closely with the students. "The program is being financed by a $25,000 grant from the Stern Family Foundation of New York, a philanthropic institution for educational experiments, and will enroll around students "From disadvantaged backgrounds, who have high learning potential but who have been disgraced in school and disinclined to learning," Mr. Congreve said.

The grant was secured through the efforts of U. C. Prof. Morris Jessup and will provide for a "variety of educational experiences to help the students see their own goals and those of the school are not as separate as they may think," the principal added. Field trips, laboratory sessions and many individual conferences, along with informal meetings at lunch, will augment classes in science, mathematics, humanities, social sciences, fine arts and health and physical education.

Faculty of the summer school will meet daily to discuss the program's impact on students and plan for additional activities. At the end of the summer, faculty members will review the program and write reports, he said.

Regular summer school classes will meet the same time special program is being conducted, according to Mr. Donald Cowan, summer school principal. Although there will be a sharp reduction of last year's students in the number of students, he is confident classes will be bigger than ever, Mr. Cowan said.

**Tomorrow Night's Senior Prom Comes 'Once In A Blue Moon'**

Once in a person's life comes his senior prom. "Once In A Blue Moon" was the theme of the of the Class of '66's one-time event the only tax-exempt formal of their high school years, 9-midnight tomorrow evening at the Shoreham Hotel, 1644 South Dearborn.

The prom and entertainment which take place every "once in a blue moon" memory, according to Senior Class President Phil Williams and Prom Cochairmen Jerry Nagykov and Marianne DeCoven.

According to Crowley Johnson's orchestra will begin the evening, Thursday, June 18, at II, the parents' association will sponsor a dinner for the graduates to be.

At midnight the seniors will depart the hotel by chartered bus for the famed Second City Theatre-club, where the troops will give them a special performance.
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Six Win National Journalism Honors

Three national writing awards and three certificates of merit to Midway annual press program May 13 at the St. Bonaventure O.V. University, as the staff has been informed.

First-place award in news writing, sponsored by the Newspaper Fund Fellowships and the Bonaventure Journalism Department, went to Ralph Pollock for his story, "Snake Attacks Promote Dean Pearson's Advice: Stay Close To Adults".

Second-place award in columns writing, the United Press International Book award, went to Jim Miller for his analysis of modern rhythm and blues in his columns, "In One Ear".

Third-place editorial writing award, the Associated Press Book award and St. Bonaventure Book Store award, went to Jeff Gordon for his editorial, "Merger With Hyde Park High School Would Yield No Prizes".

The New York Times presented certificates of merit in recognition of "outstanding accomplishment in the field of high school journalism" to Jerry Neugarten for his sports column and to Jim Graff and Paul Starnler for photography.

The display itself was received in the contest at Bonaventure for Best Paper in the Midwest.

The Midway received top award, best Overall Excellence plaque, at the convention of the School Press Association May 8 at Northern Illinois University, DeKalb. In addition, staff members won Best Story awards in five of the six categories they had entered.

The Midway was judged in the under-1,000-enrollment category. Winning papers in the other two categories were, 1,000-2,000, Glenbrook Oracle, Northbrook; and over 2,000, The Ignou Township Lion, LaGrange. Stories vied, who received their certificate of award awards assembly here May 13, were Ralph Pollock, for a story about the story which was the national award; Jerry Neugarten, for his advertisements. David Halin, 3rd-place for his cartoon, "Teenage Pterapology"; Paul Starnler, 3rd-place for his photo of the frosh-soph swim team; and Jeff Gordon, 3rd-place for his coverage of the PSL swim tournament here.

Extra Class Next Year Now Official

U-Highers will be arriving and leaving school at virtually the same time next year, but an extra class period will have been tucked under their scholastic belts each day. By cutting passing periods to five minutes (from ten) and making all class periods 50 minutes (compared to 60), U-High will add an extra period next year without lengthening the school day or altering the present four times weekly class meeting schedule.

The plan still is subject to changes after re-evaluation of the present homeroom program. Periods will begin as follows: 1, activities, 8 a.m.; 2, 8:50 a.m., first five minutes to be used for reading of daily bulletin; 3, 9:50 a.m., 4, 10:45 a.m.; 5, 11:40 a.m.; 6, 12:35 p.m.; 7, 1:30 p.m.; and 8, 2:25 p.m.

Periods 4, 5 and 6 will double as lunch periods, each serving a third of the student body. Float classes, those which meet a different time every day, Monday through Thursday, will at this year move up a period each day beginning with period 2 on Monday. Homeroom will meet period 2 Thursdays and school be dismissed period 8 Tuesdays for departmental teacher meetings.

Stella, 2nd-place for his coverage of the PSL swim tournament here.

All Five Place In Latin Quiz

All five of U-High's contestants placed at the State Latin Contest May 8 at North Central College. Carl Becker, Ray Finkel and Mary Scaran­ ton placed superior (only 10 awards available to 235 students in 67 schools) in Latin I; Helen Anastaplo placed superior in Latin II and Mark Konczer placed excellent in Latin II. Gold pins were awarded to the superior pupils and silver pins to the ex­cellent. In the preliminary district contest March 27 for the City of Chi­cago, Wendy Starnler placed super­ior, for which she received a bronze pin and Alyson Cone received a cer­ tificate of merit for an excellent rating.

Contest Cites French Students

Eight U-High students received honor­able mention in this year's national French contest sponsored by the Am­erican Association of Teachers of French. They are, in the French IV section, Barry Hirsch, Marlene deKoves, Mary Caramillo, Susan LeFerré, Julie Doremus and Carol Meyer, and in the French III section, Mark Konczer and David Robergh.

Soph Will Store Model

Emerging victorious from 100 other contestants to win a place on the Mar­shall Field's Young Junior Board for 1969, Sophomore Joan Heise will be U-High's representative this sum­mer.

She will model clothes at Marshall Field and sell in the young women's section of the store. Joes' popularity here has been evidenced throughout the school year as her class's nominee for Homecoming queen this year.

"PEEP, PEEP" of baby pheasants, a familiar sound about school a few weeks back, now has died, as have the ill-fated chicks, part of an experi­ment to impress me to Mr. Richard Royall's biology classes. Imprint­ing, the student scientists explained, is the process by which a chick is impressed to follow a certain object for the first few weeks of his life. The object usually is the mother, hence the familiar right-of-following trottling in a line behind their mother.

In the experiment here, the students attempted to replace the mother in the chick's imprinting process. They reported varying results. Mr. Perelmutter talks to his chick in the photo here. What the chick replied was not reported.
Seniors Achieve Delicate Balance Of Humor, Moral Message In Play Success

By JEFF GORDON

With a delicate consideration of both humor and moral message, the senior class tackled Thornton Wilder's answer play "The Skin Of Our Teeth" May 14-15 in the Law School Auditorium.

The play itself is a collage of jumbled time elements, incongruous settings, Biblical allegory, classical allusions, monologues and stale theatrical tricks. Among the audience dissonance and icebergs in Chicago today, Moses and Homer visiting Hyde Park, Noah's ark docked at Atlantic City and blazing war on Kenwood avenues.

How can a cast play such material straight? It can't.

On five occasions characters neatly slipped out of their roles to voice their disgust and lack of responsibility for the go-get-uns. A girl in the audience fell the theatre crying when her post was exposed in one of these interludes.

Play Within Play

The entire play is a play within a play, staged in the script as a high school production. The convention has a purpose: it continues the trials of the human race in material terms. Through George Antrobus (Everyman) Wilder indi
cates the despair and the game through which our world can be ex
tended and improved. The devices popularize the theme, familiarize it with humor and show its relevance to the actors themselves as well as the characters they portray.

Antrobus as George Antrobus was the most effective: saving of the human race. He swayed from heroic to meek to despondent and degenerate smoothly, always conscious of portraying an under
tuned humanism. Steve had minor difficulty spelling the author's philosophy in the final act but re
ounded when allowed to escape from the straitly of role in the power

McGehee Charmimg

Louis McGehee carried the suscep
tibility and subtle recognitions of Sudarksy Salena Saltzer-Falwell with unimpeachable charm. She was the audience's favorite as she flintily de
determined her lines with adopt style, though sometimes too rapidly. She was superb at switching in and out of character. The audience identified with her and she gracefully lost an understanding of the play.

Emily Melton's role as Mrs. Antrobus was far more confined than those of Lucie and Steve. She developed scenes and set up situations. Her enactment of a stereotype was sound, if not imaginative. She was an able prexy.

Jill Gardner and Denney Netteng, their prepared progress, captured the native intrinsic to their roles. Both Gladys and Henry, whose male name is Cain, are contrasts of potential and waste. Jill developed her character more superficially with flair. Den
ney showed amazing tenacity in his more trying struggle. Overcoming insensitivity in the first act, he graduated in the third act to a sen

Two Beckers To Lead Debaters Next Year

Ted Becker will capatin next year's debate team as the result of a recent election. Carl Becker was elected co-captain.

This year's debate club, Ted re
ports, participated in tournaments at Northwestern and Southern Illinois. It performed at the Illinois state tournament. Becker and Julian Fleischman was the only Illinois team to win a place at the national tournament. Becker and Julian Fleischman was the only Illinois team to win a place at the national tournament.

The club's topic was "Resolved: That nuclear weapons should be con

"WET PAINT," a week-long exhibit in Balfour H, gave four of U-High's outstanding 2nd- and 3rd-year art

universities, Evanston and Thornton township high schools and several Chicago public schools.
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STOPPING THE SHOW, not because of an audience ovation (which also got later, but because she is dissatisfied with the proceedings of the second act, Louis McGehee as Salena displays her wrath in "The Skin Of Our Teeth," senior play. Two blonde wigs were lost. Lucie in the production radically changed her appearance, helping to transform her into a selfish temptress.

LOWER SCHOOL students weren't the only visitors to this History
museum which came to the Lab Schools in May. Many U-Highers stopped by during classes to walk through the rolling display of historical materials dealing with Abraham Lincoln.

 Included in the display cases of the Historymuseum, which the State His
torical Society spent several years in planning, were newspapers an
ouncing Lincoln's assassination, rare photos of Lincoln and his family and even pieces of material from his coffin and a dress soaked with his blood.

U-Highers were quick to note in the
display the misleading of a newspaper announcing the assassination. The Historymuseum libraries explained that the typesetters of the edition were so rushed and emotionally up
set they probably did not notice the error before it could be fixed.

The club's topic was "Resolved: That nuclear weapons should be con

Fred Becker and David Lavin's affirmative and Carl Becker and Stephen Weisberg negative. The team took third place in Chi

ago, where they took fourth place in a state tournament. All members were given for speak
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students an opportunity to display their work. Loraine Fox and Gary Kaplan, above, and Patti Selk and Mark Lastor, absent when the photo was taken, were the exhibitors, which is still open, will debate mad
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Wisconsin Tops Schools In Number Of U-HighersTo Enter In September

"Wisconsinite" will be the same answer to more than any other next fall by this year's U-High seniors, according to those who have informed us. Wisconsin's seniors are leading by a head in registering to attend the University of Wisconsin. 

More than 50 seniors, from 30 schools in the Madison area, have chosen to continue their studies at the University of Wisconsin. This is a significant increase from last year, where only 20 seniors from 15 schools registered.

Among the seniors who have chosen to continue their studies at the University of Wisconsin, several have been involved in extracurricular activities such as student government, sports, and academic clubs. These activities have helped them to develop the skills and knowledge necessary to succeed in college.

In addition to the seniors who have chosen to attend the University of Wisconsin, several juniors and sophomores from the Madison area have also expressed interest in attending the university. These students have been involved in a variety of extracurricular activities and have demonstrated a strong commitment to their education.

Overall, the students who have chosen to attend the University of Wisconsin have shown a strong commitment to their education and a desire to continue their studies in a challenging and supportive environment. Their decision to attend the University of Wisconsin is a testament to their dedication and hard work.
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Images of '64-'65

...cheerleaders practicing...Nancy Grist on a television panel...the skateboard-institution...playing tennis in phys ed on a warm day...student board meetings...piano playing at an assembly...painting in art class...walking home from school after a hard day...serving Coke at the snack bar...dancing the hora for a senior prank...just plain studying...another year gone forever, but never forgotten.
The first name is called and a classmate receives a diploma. Somehow graduation isn’t as you imagined it. The undertakers in the audience are unusually calm. Parents, unusually, wear what it’s all about but having an inkling of the graduate. The seniority, too, looks vague. Their faces are covered with this covering, this ambience. Another friend shakes Principal William Coster’s head but your attention has drifted. The applause is uncertainly similar to that given Jon Fredrickson or Al Burton winning the 100-yard freestyle by a stroke in the P.S.L. final. The transition is complete—the pageant. “The Skin Occurs Once” and you try to remember their names. They become jumbled with Hamlet and the yearbook: “I’ll take a line on this” and go to the back of the chapel, sit on an unoccupied seat, and read a small college in youremplace. It’s too late, the diploma in your hands, there’s no more senior class. So you say to yourself, I’m not a junior, not a junior, not a junior, not a junior, not a junior. What would have been a spirited stride three weeks earlier has become a constant shuffle. Homework, college, stress and conflagration—the strain that made graduation approach so slowly seems irrelevant now. All of a sudden you are among friends, “The sun is setting on Skip Day or taking a sophomore final exam and then your name is announced.

What would have been a spirited stride three weeks earlier has become a constant shuffle. Homework, college, stress and conflagration—the strain that made graduation approach so slowly seems irrelevant now. All of a sudden you are among friends, “The sun is setting on Skip Day or taking a sophomore final exam and then your name is announced.

Melanges

Reporter Finds Kim Novak Intelligent Interview Subject

By KENNETH BENOIF

I suppose it would be interesting to end this last column on a glamorous note, but I can’t resist getting two words in this way of summarizing this past school year and the Midway:

“The Skin Occurs Once”

and the way of being uncontrollable this year. It’s uncontrollable just fine.
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Feels Persecuted, No Surprises On Senior's Family Tree

By MIKE BERKE

She Can't Be Cornered

Despite past experience as a youth mining in Germany, he plans to attend Northwestern next year and be a doctor, architect, or car designer.

When Junior Bill Block departs for France this year as an exchange student he may feel he is facing the unknown, but not at his new school. Since 1963 the Lycee Paul Valery of Paris and U-High have conducted a mutual exchange program, and Collette Colette, Lycee's representative at U-High, has the opportunity to Bill in on her alma mater.

U-High's representative at the Lycee currently is Pung Jot, whose family name means "fish" in California. The Lycee's new representative here this fall will be the Martin Clause Lawrenszt.

The Lycee, as Collette has explained to Bill, is a coeducational public school of 3,000 students 11-18 years old. Nearly 100 courses are offered, including English, German, Spanish, Italian, Russian, Latin, Greek and native French.

The building is a newly-constructed structure in a residential area near the famed Bois de Vincennes park. A large sports facility, 30- acre stadium and modern gym provide facilities for 28 athletic teams in sports such as baseball, volleyball, football, basketball and swimming.

Some of the Lycee's extracurricular organizations resemble those at U-High for example, an orchestra club, natural science club and student work association. Others, like the movie club which sponsors Saturday afternoon cinemas at the school, are not familiar here.

The Lycee already has been conducting student exchange programs with two British schools when it formed its affiliation with U-High.

The school's administrators, in stipulating the desire to encourage their students to widen their horizons in order to better understand and like the American people.

In their effort to know better their contemporaries at the Lycee, U-Highers have sent copies of their publications and lunch menus, samples of their artwork, photographs, drawings and paintings. Correspondingly, students at the Lycee have sent a photo of a scrapbook of Parisian art work and copies of their publications.
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No Surprises On Senior's Family Tree

By MIKE BERKE

Wouldn't it be wild if you discovered you were related to someone you'd always known but never suspected you were kin to? Damon Fuller possibly could make such a discovery; he's tracing his family tree.

Yet to discover any famous or unusually interesting ancestors, Damon, a senior, has traced his family back to a great-great-great-grandfather, He's been at work on his genealogy for two months; the project could take a lifetime and go back infinitely (well, at least to Adam and Eve).

To gather information for his family tree, Damon sends his relatives a form asking birth and death dates of husband and wife, children and husband's and wife's brothers and sisters. He also requests names and addresses of any other relatives, such as illegitimate children, who often are adopted into new families.

Damon also consults the New England Historical and Genealogical Register, ancient documents and county records in an effort to uncover Fuller's about whom he may not know. Though Detroit friend he uses the genealogical facilities of the Detroit public library.

He also plans to use the facilities of the Newberry library here.

Not Easy

Carrying out his project has not been easy, Damon says. Records of Polish ancestors, for example, were destroyed by Nazi during World War II. When he does find useful, he must be careful not to include Fuller not his family and thus create a false line of descent.

Damon recommends that anyone interested in tracing his genealogy start by contacting the Chicago Genealogical Society. For a nominal fee it will supply necessary materials and instructions on how to get started.

"Grandmothers are a useful starting point," Damon suggests. "They may know family secrets about which your parents never knew.
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WAVING FAREWELL to their high school careers, these two seniors challenge you to guess their identities. Their names are elsewhere in this issue.
Tennis Maroons Take PSL Finals 2-1; Moore, Singles Star, Unbeatable

With a 2-1 victory at the PSL tennis finals May 26 and 27 at North Park College and Chicago Teachers College North, the Maroon veterans swept up their 1965 season beating the best singles men from 11 other private schools. Pete Heydeman and Charlie Moore won the singles, Tim Heydeman and Tony Lempton swept in the doubles, lasting 3-2 and 6-0 to North Shore in the finals. Trophies were also awarded to the 2nd and 3rd place finishers, North Shore and North Park.

Heydeman entered his 1964 showing, when the Maroons lost to the Colombus of Francis Parker 2-0. A point system is used, with the winning school receiving a point for each match it wins, the matches are seeded, with the principle being that the best males players should play the best.

The Maroons closed their conference season with a record of 14-1, losing only to North Shore. Next year's squad should be excellent. Moor and Heydeman will be back although three squad members will not return, Jim Lehman, Bob Puge, and Dave Epstein. These three seniors and Tony Bentzen were ranked #6 as singles. Alternes and Bentzen were selected by Coach Norman Powner to work next year's PSLs.

In Pbl Eugenio, Dave Tighe, Mark Kostek, Jim Steinbeck, David Ordin, Oscar Rattenges and Alan Massett.

Petse Wolf Leads Baseball Team to Second - Place Tie

Pete Wolf climax the 1963 baseball season with a dramatic fifth-inning triple with the bases loaded against Glenwood May 25, enabling the Maroon moundman to end in a tie for second place in the white division of the PSL. His hit ended the game, bringing in effect a 10-run slaughter rule, with a percentage of .395, made him the leader. The Maroons scored three runs off hurler Wolf in the second inning on 4 hits, including a home run, a walk, and a error. The team boomed back to a 3-2 victory over eccentric Francis Parker on May 24, but had to play outstanding ball to win the game. Joe Belmont, with 2 hits in 1 trips, led the offense. Maroons Shortstop.

In the last two games, Belmont went 10 for 18, and a .556 clip...the composite earned-average by the Maroons was 1.90...Maroon pitchers allowed an average of 4 hits per game...ugly led the infielders, Baeder, 944.

There will be competition in 10 events. Each class, freshman through senior, will have an entry, as each event. Swim team members will not be allowed to enter the meet, but all other interested students are encouraged to sign up and attend. Mr. Fouss.

Prefroshmen swimmers will compete in one event—the relays.

SPORTLIGHT

Charlie Wants To Be Fat

By JERRY NEUBARTEN

This year’s Sportlight subject is undecided as to his future. He would like to graduate from the Princeton Divinity school and become a minister, or become another Caisius Clay, and be the heavyweight champion of the world. "I want to be a big fat guy," said Charlie Moore, top junior athlete and scholar. Charlie has been a standout on three teams at U-High. He was number two on the Cross-Country team, finishing behind Mr. Minnick in the PSL finals. He was a starter on the varsity baseball team this year as a junior, finishing second in the Maroon scoring race. On the tennis teams, he went undefeated this season, and won the number two singles at the PSL finals last May, in the most recent Lilley-house tournaments Charlie also walked off with the Ping pong championship.

Charlie, known better around U-High, Moore, has served as treasurer of the Student Council this year and recently was elected as a student representative for next year. He has been a member of the Midway staff the past two years. Be usually write a column out the likely choice for next year's sports editor. He spent the past summer at a tennis camp in New Jersey (Camp Racquet) and spent several weeks instructing ping pong (without pay) in the free moments of tennis. He plans to return to the East Coast this summer, and looks forward to playing in the Eastern boys tennis championships at the tennis capital of the world, Forest Hills, N.Y.

ROTC Offers Full Scholarships

U-Slighers interested in the new ROTC two- and four-year scholarships which require, in return for payment of tuition, fees and books and monthly retainer pay, active duty as an Army officer for four years after graduation, can contact Principal Willard Conger concerning appointments with an Army representative.

The scholarship program is a result of the ROTC Vitalization Act passed by Congress in 1964.

Tennis Maroons Take PSL Finals 2-1; Moore, Singles Star, Unbeatable

With a 2-1 victory at the PSL tennis finals May 26 and 27 at North Park College and Chicago Teachers College North, the Maroon veterans swept up their 1965 season beating the best singles men from 11 other private schools. Pete Heydeman and Charlie Moore won the singles, Tim Heydeman and Tony Lempton swept in the doubles, lasting 3-2 and 6-0 to North Shore in the finals. Trophies were also awarded to the 2nd and 3rd place finishers, North Shore and North Park.

Heydeman entered his 1964 showing, when the Maroons lost to the Colombus of Francis Parker 2-0. A point system is used, with the winning school receiving a point for each match it wins, the matches are seeded, with the principle being that the best males players should play the best.

The Maroons closed their conference season with a record of 14-1, losing only to North Shore. Next year’s squad should be excellent. Moor and Heydeman will be back although three squad members will not return, Jim Lehman, Bob Puge, and Dave Epstein. These three seniors and Tony Bentzen were ranked #6 as singles. Alternes and Bentzen were selected by Coach Norman Powner to work next year’s PSLs.

In Pbl Eugenio, Dave Tighe, Mark Kostek, Jim Steinbeck, David Ordin, Oscar Rattenges and Alan Massett.

Petse Wolf Leads Baseball Team to Second - Place Tie

Pete Wolf climax the 1963 baseball season with a dramatic fifth-inning triple with the bases loaded against Glenwood May 25, enabling the Maroon moundman to end in a tie for second place in the white division of the PSL. His hit ended the game, bringing in effect a 10-run slaughter rule, with a percentage of .395, made him the leader. The Maroons scored three runs off hurler Wolf in the second inning on 4 hits, including a home run, a walk, and a error. The team boomed back to a 3-2 victory over eccentric Francis Parker on May 24, but had to play outstanding ball to win the game. Joe Belmont, with 2 hits in 1 trips, led the offense. Maroons Shortstop.

In the last two games, Belmont went 10 for 18, and a .556 clip...the composite earned-average by the Maroons was 1.90...Maroon pitchers allowed an average of 4 hits per game...ugly led the infielders, Baeder, 944.

There will be competition in 10 events. Each class, freshman through senior, will have an entry, as each event. Swim team members will not be allowed to enter the meet, but all other interested students are encouraged to sign up and attend. Mr. Fouss.

Prefroshmen swimmers will compete in one event—the relays.
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Intramural Tournaments Attract High Interest; Focus on Badminton

Interest ran high this year in the intramural tournament program late in May, according to Miss Margaret Mates, sponsor. Attention was focused on the badminton nets, with sparkling play turned in by a group of seniors. Sidney Ho won the boys singles, ousting Jeff Pomerantz, Cliff Anderson and Miriam Petty. Jeff Pomerantz and Judy Jacobson and Chris Jones and Beth Page fighting for top honors. Boys and girls doubles matches were also continuing.

In intramural tennis for girls only, Margie Horwich and Jill Deutelbaum went to the finals in singles. Others involved in the tennis matches were Vicki Northcott and Jill Deutelbaum, Joan Meltzer and Margie Horwich. Others involved in the tennis matches were Vicki Northcott and Jill Deutelbaum, Joan Meltzer and Miriam Petty and Judy Jacobson and Chris Jones.

Girls Salvage Dismal Season

Girls volleyball team salvaged an otherwise dismal season with a 15-4, 15-12 victory Apr. 22 over the Romans of Chicago Latin. The team ended with a record of 1-2, but came close to upsetting Mercy high school, city champ, in a game which went 15-13. The Maroons lost the first game 15-4. The third match was against Mother McCauley: U-High lost to two games, Winner of a match in the team which wins two out of three games.

Bright spots in the rather dreary season were seniors Judy Jacobsen and Miriam Petty and Junior Francine Frisbee. Coach Margaret Mates, looking forward to next season, commented that the team might be strong in two or three years.

Girls volleyball team played in three meets, winning the opener and dropping the second two contests. In the first game, the Maroons defeated the girls of Chicago Latin 15-3 and 15-8. In their subsequent endeavor, the Maroons succumbed to Mother McCauley 15-11 and 15-12, and to Mother Mercy, the city champions, 15-9 and 15-13.
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WHAT MAKES a student popular? Despite the increasingly academic nature of the American high school, the ingredients remain the same, even stereotypically—universally U-High: superior sports ability, service to school activities and/or a personality which attracts friends and admirers. The 11 popular students nominated earlier this year by the senior class in the school's annual king and queen election are part of the tradition. They are the attractive and personable leaders of school life—its government, sports, music, social program and publications. Typifying the versatility and spirit of the Class of '65, they are, from left, standing: DICK NEAL, soccer, track, French club; DIANE KUTZEN, Student Union treasurer, Midway production manager, Russian club secretary, queen candidate junior year; ART STENGEL, swimming and baseball; NANCY GIST, cheerleading, basketball, baseball; JON FRIEDBERG, soccer, basketball, baseball; KENNETTE BENEDICT, Midway editor-in-chief, French club, queen candidate sophomore year; JOHN LEVI, Student Board chairman; POLLY HEEKIN, Student Union social coordinator, French club treasurer, queen candidate sophomore year; JEFF GORDON, soccer, basketball, baseball; ROXANNE DANIELS, Midway editorials page editor, freshman vice president, junior steering committee; choir, band, orchestra, hockey, Student Council, Student Union; TIM NORVILLE, plans school entertainment and 1965 queen and king.

Keep Cool This Summer, Like These U-Highers,

In Clothes From
The Pride of Hyde Park...

Shopping for swimming trunks, or a summer suit? A sport jacket, or a pair of Converse? His slacks, a beachboy shirt, or a straw hat? Cohn & Stern has everything from a 25¢ collar stay to a $175 suit. It has automatic drink stirrers and wild paisley ties. It has pipes, shoes, and hats. It has everything in Madras and everything in check, as Charley Moore and David Epstein recently discovered. Cohn & Stern combines top salespeople with top products to make it #1 in the South Side. Come by and browse.